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Introduction
After Postmodernism to Liturgical Reasoning

This book asks you to consider the practice of synagogue liturgy as
the focal point for contemporary Jewish philosophy. When we
begin with liturgy, we begin in a collective activity, an activity of the
present moment that was nevertheless performed in the past and
will be performed in the future. Beginning with liturgy, we begin
with a communal performance of word, text, and song, in a space set
apart, in a ‘‘sacred space.’’ In this book I argue that, in liturgy, the
communal body becomes the organ of the reasoning of Judaism; or,
as Hermann Cohen puts it, liturgy is ‘‘the language of reason of
the congregation.’’ For me, this means that liturgy is not a passive
recipient or mere vessel of reason but that, in liturgy, the white light
of universal reason fans out into a spectrum of colors and hues so
that its concepts and ideals are clothed in particular images and displayed in ritual actions. In liturgy, the clarion call of reason becomes
a melody that is varied, repeated, submerged, and revealed anew
as in a musical fugue. As every liturgical event is dependent upon the
time and place and players who enact it, the reason of liturgy is
temporal and spatial. Because liturgy is performed by a speciﬁc group
at a speciﬁc time and place, it is never the same. Because liturgy
is a living performance that is dependent upon the skill and attitude
of its players, it always varies from its script. Thus, liturgical reasoning is always new. It is neither preexistent nor static; it is discovered and revealed in every liturgical performance.
In developing my notion of liturgical reasoning, I begin with the
great modern German Jewish philosophers, Moses Mendelssohn,
Hermann Cohen, and Franz Rosenzweig.1 As both philosophical and
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religious thinkers, these ﬁgures necessarily bring us into dialogue with Continental Philosophy in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries.2
We will see that each of these philosophers read the philosophical issues of his
day in a unique way and developed uniquely Jewish solutions to the problems
he encountered. It is a somewhat overlooked fact that synagogue liturgy is an
important theme of the work of each of these ﬁgures. Of the three, Rosenzweig
was most explicit about the philosophical and theological power of Jewish
liturgy. In part 3 of the Star of Redemption (1921), Rosenzweig refers to liturgy
as an Organonstellung, a ‘‘logic’’ or ‘‘system of reasoning’’ for Judaism; and he
suggests that, in and through liturgy, the Jewish community ﬁnds its proper
destiny and unique role in the historical drama of redemption. Given that Rosenzweig took liturgy most seriously, this book can be broadly construed as a
Rosenzweigian project. Yet this book is not intended as work in intellectual
history or as a detailed explication of the writings of Mendelssohn, Cohen, and
Rosenzweig in their historical and philosophical contexts. This book is not
an exercise in the Wissenschaft des Judentums, the ‘‘science of Judaism.’’ Rather,
the book is intended as an interpretive and constructive endeavor that uses the
modern Jewish philosophers as a springboard to articulate a new form of Jewish philosophy for the twenty-ﬁrst century. The constructive aim of this project
is to engage contemporary discussions of liturgy3 in postliberal theology, in
ritual and performance theory, in hermeneutic and semiotic theory, and in the
emerging interfaith movement of Jews, Christians, and Muslims called Scriptural Reasoning. The study, however, is less a systematic philosophy of liturgy
than a display of the possibilities of liturgical reasoning for addressing select
issues in Jewish thought.4 The issues I focus on are enlightenment semiotics
and the representation of God (chapter 1), the ethics of the self and other
(chapter 2), sacred time (chapter 3), sacred space (chapter 4), and the semiotics
and theology of the preparatory morning prayers (chapter 5). Because liturgical
reasoning is most properly seen as a group performance, a book on liturgical
reasoning by one author is necessarily limited. Writing on liturgy occurs either
before the liturgical event, as preparation, or after the event, as recapitulation
and analysis. Yet even with these limitations, a book on liturgical reasoning can
reorient Jewish philosophy and provide it with new tools, new terms of discourse
and analysis, and a new sensibility.
Liturgical reasoning follows the modern Jewish philosophers in their claim
that the elements of liturgy—word, symbol, music, costume, action—have a
rational, ethical, and theological importance. This view is clearly opposed to
views of liturgical actions as secondary to beliefs, or liturgy as hardened ‘‘institutional’’ expressions of religious charisma.5 It is also different from various
psychological views of liturgy as a vehicle of unconscious feelings and thoughts
that have only individual and not collective meaning. The approach I take
in this book is indebted to sociological theories of religion that present ritual as
the heart of religion and as the primary vehicle of socializing the young and
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reminding the old of the leading values and overarching worldview of a religion. Yet it goes beyond sociological views of ritual by suggesting that liturgy
does not function merely to indoctrinate and recall set values and beliefs but
also to create a space in which constructive thinking occurs. Liturgy is, thus,
not merely a vehicle of indoctrination; it is a sphere in which thinking about
primary existential, metaphysical, and theological issues occurs. In addition,
as a form of communal action, liturgy helps mediate between certain philosophical and existential dichotomies such as belief and behavior, thought and
action, mind and body. Liturgy, is not only a tool of socialization, it is a normative philosophical enterprise that enters individuals into the quest for the
true, the good, and the ethical. If the last statement holds, then this book
ventures to make an additional claim for liturgy, and that is that liturgy provides a model for all Jewish and even non-Jewish thinking! Thus, I will take
the communal process and ‘‘event’’ quality of liturgy and, moving beyond the
sphere of the synagogue (and church), I will suggest that we look at philosophy
as a ritualized communal process and a social event. I then conclude, in the
epilogue, with the suggestion that truth, itself, is liturgical!
This view of philosophy as a kind of liturgical logic ﬁnds its original form
in liturgy but also resonates with central themes in modern Jewish philosophy
and in varieties of semiotic, hermeneutic, and pragmatist thought. All these
philosophical movements begin with a critique of various forms of idealism
and of rational foundational claims of modern Western philosophy. This critique focuses on the inadequacies of the Cartesian cogito and the Kantian autonomous rational self as the origin and criterion of philosophy and offers alternative models for philosophy based on the powers of language. The turn to
language involves not only the recognition that all thinking is done in language
but that language is not merely a vehicle for thought: it contributes unique
qualities to thinking.
On the one hand, reason enters language and is refracted like light
through a prism. One the other hand, language, in its structure, semantics, and
various rhetorical forms, displays and creates thinking. Adapting a famous expression of Paul Ricoeur, we could say that ‘‘language gives rise to thought.’’
Language is seen as a particularly agile and fruitful source and model for
thought, for it is a communal form that displays systematic ‘‘synchronic’’ features yet also changes through time and thus can be understood diachronically
or historically as well. Language is a universal feature of human societies, yet
language is always particular to a speciﬁc people and geographic region. And
language takes concrete form in texts that ﬁx and preserve thought in writing.
Despite Derrida’s claims for the superiority of writing over speech, I follow
Martin Buber, who argues that the greatest power of language is its ability to
put thought in dynamic play in speech and dialogue where thinking becomes
a social event. Here, in the social and event quality of language, the liturgical
quality of thinking becomes most evident. Philosophy, on the model of liturgy,

